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Connect 
with ease

Beam

Beam Alert

Beam

Smart WiFi Range Extenders and Hubs

Extended WiFi coverage for all WiFi products
Beam is an easy and affordable way to improve your wireless network. It supports 
speeds up to 300Mbps, and can boost your WiFi range an additional 650ft. Toggle 
between conservative, standard, and boost modes in the app.

Connect accessories with the hub features
Connect Zmodo smart accessories like the door / window sensors to receive alerts on 
your mobile device whenever the accessory is triggered.

Instantly connect Zmodo devices with a click of a button
Beam allows you to set up multiple Zmodo smart devices at once, with the click of a 
button. Power on your devices and choose the “Automatic” connection method, then your 
Beam will connect your Zmodo devices to your home network for you. 

Lights or Audio - select the Beam that's right for you
Beam has a built-in night light with 3 color options and modes. Beam Alert plays an 
audible beeping tone to catch your attention when a sensor has been triggered. 

Remote 
Access

Adjust Beam’s settings 
from any location. Toggle 
the broadcast signal 
strength and notif ication 
schedules.

Plug and
Play

No installation required.
Plug directly into a power 
outlet and configure in 
minutes.

WiFi 
Setup

Use the free Zmodo app to 
easily connect Beam to 
your WiFi network directly.

WiFi 
Extender

Boost the range of your 
WiFi network up to 650ft. 
Supports up to 300Mbps.

Automatic 
Connection

Beam allows you to 
connect all of your Zmodo 
devices in your home at 
once with the press of a 
button.

Beam and Beam Alert

LED Night Light

Beam has a built-in
night light to illuminate
walkways at night.

Beam

Audible Alert Tones

Set Beam Alert to make 
warning sounds when a 
sensor is triggered.

Beam Alert
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